
Oscar Night Success 

The Oscar Dinner event at the Mijas 
Lawn Bowls Club on Monday the 21st 
October was a great success.
 Manolos wife was obviously surprised 
to see “Elvis” providing a heart 
warming performance of some of his 
best known hits.  
Thanks to Tom Muckley for 
entertaining everyone with his life like 
rendition and congratulations to Maria 
for putting up with old shaky legs for 
20 years and winning the Dinner Raffle 
at Valparaiso.

A special thanks also goes to Bob Baker for 
taking the photos of the guests as they came 
across the red carpet and the many of the 
action pictures from the event.  

Clive and Chris both celebrated their birthdays.

The event organisers/helpers led by Pat 
Baker in her final event  as Social Secretary 
made a wonderful job of decorating the 
Club House and serving a three course 
meal from our small kitchen. A big thanks to 
the 3 Amigos that waited on the tables and 
the bar staff for keeping the glasses topped 
up till the early hours of the morning.  Bill 
Neal provided the back ground music.
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The Captain Jeff Turner was the evenings compere and 
presented the Oscars-

Longest serving member- April
Services to the Club- Carol & Robert Wright 
Best Distractor (Interfering in other rinks)- Juan
Special effects (maintaining the rinks)- Steve Ward
Most Improved Bowler- Mick Devine
Catering excellence- Pauline Ward

                 
MLBC President Robert Wright (pictured Top right)  
Pat Baker surrounded by the majority of the Helpers and 
Organisers pictured below received an Oscar for their 
efforts.
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Pauline won the 
lucky entry ticket 
draw- Self cook 
dinner for two in a 
bag.

Thanks to all the 
members who 
provided their 
services during the 
organisation, prior 
to and on the 
evening of the 
event and those 
that turned up 
early the next day 
to clear up the club 
house before the 
roll up. 
This was definitely 
the most complex event held in recent years and while it did 
not contribute to the club funds it has certainly added to our 
friendly club reputation and it was reportedly one of the best 
nights held within the club house.  
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